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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of computer graphics, and more particularly to a fast and simple
method for object shadowing in computer graphics.

Background

[0002] In the field of computer graphics, it is well known to generate shadows for objects illuminated by virtual light
sources. This feature plays an important role in bringing realism to computer- generated images by enhancing the
perceptibility of depth in a scene. In other words, shadows make it easier to understand what depth objects have and
how they are located in relation to each other in space.
[0003] A scene is commonly defined as a number of three dimensional (3D) objects and light sources. A viewer views
the scene from a point of view. The viewer is sometimes called a "camera". A scene is rendered into an image. In the
field of computer graphics, rendering means to calculate an image. In this context, rendering is the process of computing
an image depicting the scene as it would be seen from the viewer’s (camera’s) point of view. A motion picture or video
can be created by rendering a plurality of consecutive images and moving the objects and/or the viewer/camera between
the renderings.
[0004] There are computer programs available on the market for building scenes by allowing a user to insert 3D objects
at 3D positions. There are other computer programs available on the market which automatically can add shadows to
3D objects. For example, there are computer programs allowing a user to assign a 3D object a position and to move a
virtual light source in relation to that position so as to fictitiously illuminate the object from a desired direction. The
computer program may then automatically generate a shadow of the object based on the shape of the object and the
relative positions of the object and the virtual light source.
[0005] Frank Pfenning: "15-462 Computer Graphics I Lecture 6", 5 February 2002 (2002-02-05), XP055288233, Carn-
egie Mellon University, retrieved from the Internet: URL: hftps://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼fp/courses/02-graphics/pdf-color/06-
hierarchy.pdf [retrieved on 2016-07-13], discloses information on shadows via projections, hierarchical models and basic
animation.
[0006] Herndon K. P. et al.: "Interactive Shadows", in "UIST. Fifth Annual Symposium on User Interface Software and
Technology. Proceedings, 15-18 Nov 1992", Monterey, CA, USA, XP000337545, ISBN: 0-89791-549-6, pages 1-6,
discloses use of interactive shadow widgets in form of projections of 3D objects onto planes.
[0007] EP0916374 A2 discloses a video game apparatus for generating basic shadow object data, and for deforming
the shadow object data to create displaying shadow object data according to player object data and position data on a
light for illuminating a player object.
[0008] US2003/058241 A1 discloses a methodology for generating a drop shadow effect for objects in a graphical
user interface.
[0009] There are also computer programs for generating a plurality of objects in the form of small sized particles
intended to animate snow, rain, water, smoke or the like. This type of computer programs are sometimes referred to as
particle animation systems. An example of a particle animation system is Trapcode Particular™, developed by Trapcode
AB. In a particle animation system the user assigns rules to a group of objects so that they do not need to be individually
positioned and oriented. Instead, the computer calculates their position based on the assigned rules. In the case of
motion picture and video, the computer calculates the position of the group of objects over time. Particle animation
systems are hence useful for creating scenes with very many objects where it would be impractical to position each
object individually. Each particle is assigned, by the computer program, a 3D position, and it may also be assigned other
properties, such as velocity, orientation, rotational velocity etc. There are also particle animation systems allowing the
user to insert light sources to the scene by specifying 3D positions for one or several light sources in the scene. Some
particle animation systems even include functionality for adding shadow effects to a scene comprising light sources.
[0010] However, the task of automatically generating realistic shadows for objects in a scene is a complex task which
typically requires a lot of computational power. Known computer programs offering this functionality use methods which
are either too complex and make image rendering slow, especially for scenes with many objects, or which produce an
unsatisfactory result making the rendered images look unrealistic.
[0011] There is hence a desire for a fast and simple method for realistic shadowing of objects in computer-generated
scenes.

Summary

[0012] It is an object of the present invention to provide a method for fast and simple shadowing of objects in computer-
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generated scenes.
[0013] This object is achieved by a computer-implemented method for automatically adding shadows to particles in
a particle system comprised in a computer-generated scene, according to claim 1.
[0014] By automatically adding a separate object, herein referred to as shadow object, to the scene at a first 3D position
which is determined based on the 3D positions of an original object and a light source, a shadow object which will cause
a realistic shadow effect in the image rendered from the scene can be automatically added for each original object/light
source pair of the scene.
[0015] The first 3D position at which the shadow object is added is preferably calculated such that the shadow object
is positioned behind said first original object from the light source’s point of view, at an offset distance from the first
original object. That is, the first 3D position may be calculated such that the shadow object is positioned along a (hypo-
thetical) straight line passing through said first light source and said first original object, behind said first object from the
light source’s point of view in which case the offset distance is the distance between the first object and the shadow
object along said straight line. Normally, each object and light source in a scene is assigned a 3D position by associating
a "center point" of the object/light source with a single (x,y,z)-coordinate. The hypothetical straight line can then be
calculated based on the known (x,y,z)-coordinates of the first original object and the light source, and the shadow object
can be positioned by associating its "center point" with an (x,y,z)-coordinate located on the hypothetical straight line at
an offset distance from the first original object. In this way, the shadow object is realistically positioned in relation to the
original object and the direction of light, and the mathematical operation of calculating the first 3D position becomes very
simple, thus reducing the computational power required to insert the shadow object into the scene.
[0016] Preferably, the shadow object is a two dimensional (2D) object, such as a circle, a rectangle, a triangle, a
pentagon or any other 2D shape. Generating a 2D shape does not require as much computational power as generating
a 3D shape and by generating the shadow object in form of a circle or another non-complex 2D shape the computational
power requirements are further decreased, thus allowing the method to be quickly performed and/or to be performed
by non high-capacity processing units.
[0017] Preferably, the 2D shape is soft-edged such that the shadow object "fades out" towards its periphery so that
there are no sharp edges between the shadow objects and any original object or background onto which the shadow
object is composited when rendering the scene into an image. According to a preferred embodiment of the invention,
the shadow object is generated in form of a soft-edged circle. It has been found that shadow objects in form of soft-
edged circles yields a very realistic shadow effect even in cases where the original objects have other, non-circular shapes.
[0018] The method may further comprise the step of setting an opacity for the shadow object to a certain opacity value.
And/or it may comprise the step of setting a color of the shadow object to a certain color value. Preferably, the opacity
value and/or the color value is calculated based on the above mentioned offset distance. Thereby, the opacity and/or
color value can be calculated such that the opacity decreases and/or the color changes when the offset value increases.
This feature has the effect that the shadow object will become less prominent when located far away from the original
object causing it, which in turn will have the effect of a more realistic shadowing in the image into which the scene is
rendered.
[0019] More advantageous features of the method will be described in the detailed description following hereinafter
and the appended claims.
[0020] It is another object of the invention to provide a computer program product for fast and simple shadowing of
objects in computer-generated scenes.
[0021] This object is achieved by a computer program for a device comprising a processing unit and a graphical
rendering unit capable of generating a scene comprising at least a first original object and at least a first light source.
The computer program comprises computer readable code which when run by the processing unit causes the device
to perform the method described above.
[0022] According to another aspect of the invention, a computer program product is provided. The computer program
product comprises a computer readable medium and computer readable code stored on the computer readable medium.
The computer readable code is the above mentioned computer program. The computer readable medium may be a
hard disk drive, a CD ROM, a DVD or any other computer readable medium known in the art.
[0023] According to yet another aspect of the invention, a device comprising calculation means and a graphical ren-
dering unit capable of generating a scene comprising at least a first original object and at least a first light source is
provided. The calculation means is adapted to calculate the first 3D position for the shadow object based on the 3D
position of the first original object and a 3D position of the first light source, and the graphical rendering unit is adapted
to add the shadow object to said scene at said first 3D position. The calculation means may be a processing unit, such
as a microprocessor or the like, and the graphical rendering unit may, for example, be a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).
[0024] The invention is particularly beneficial when used in particle animation systems where shadows for a large
number of original objects in form of small-sized particles should be added in a scene. By simply offsetting a circle,
preferably a soft-edged circle, at an offset distance from the particle for which a shadow is to be added, behind the
particle from the light source’s point of view, very few calculations have to be performed. Furthermore, drawing a circle
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having a certain radius at a certain 3D position is a very simple process which does not require any complex calculations
to be performed by the processing unit or graphical rendering unit of the device performing the method.
[0025] Furthermore, the invention may be beneficially used when creating any type of motion pictures or video where
computer-generated effects are added onto live-action footage. In this case the invention will make the computer-
generated images look more real, more like a natural part of the footage, so that the effects becomes more believable
for an audience. It may also be useful for enhancing perceptibility in motion pictures or video which do not include live-
action footage, but rather are pure digital renderings.
[0026] The invention may also be beneficially used as a tool when creating virtual environments intended to simulate
a real, physical environment. For example, the invention may be used by architects when designing a house; the architect
may use the invention to help visualize the house in for example images, movies or even an interactive walk-through of
the house. The shadows added by the invention will increase the perception of space and make the images look more
realistic.
[0027] The invention could also be used in simulators, for example flight or car simulators. In this case the proposed
method for adding shadows can help the pilot/driver to estimate the distances to objects in the virtual environment, and
the positions of the objects relative to each other. In other words, the invention can enhance the driver/pilots perception
of space.
[0028] Another exemplary field of application of the invention is computer games. Most modern computer games use
3D graphics. Since the present invention presents a very fast method for realistically adding shadows in 3D environments,
it is advantageously used in real-time applications, such as computer games, to achieve realistic shadowing of virtual
3D worlds.
[0029] The invention could also be used in medical applications, for example for visualizing complex 3D structures,
such as organs or molecules. Shadowing could be added for sake of clarity.
[0030] The invention is also advantageously used in software applications for mobile devices, such as mobile phones,
personal digital assistants (PDAs), etc. In mobile devices, computational resources are often sparse and a minimum of
calculations should be performed by the device to save energy. The present invention could be very useful for rendering
realistically shadowed images in a fast and power efficient way.

Brief description of the drawings

[0031]

Fig. 1 illustrates an example scene and a viewer;

Fig. 2 illustrates the scene shown in Fig. 1 when shadow objects have been added to the scene according to the
principles of the invention;

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of how a shadow object can be positioned in relation to an associated original object
and light source according to the principles of the invention;

Fig. 4 illustrates an example of how a shadow object of a first illuminated original object can be positioned in relation
to the first original object and a second original object located behind the first original object from the light source’s
point of view;

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the effect of the method according to the invention. Fig. 5 illustrates an image rendered from
a scene comprising nothing but original objects whereas Fig. 6 illustrates an image rendered from the same scene
after adding shadow objects to the scene according to the principles of the invention;

Fig. 7 illustrates a part of an exemplary scene;

Fig. 8 shows four graphs illustrating different examples of how an intensity value can be set for the pixels of a shadow
object according to the invention;

Fig. 9 shows an exemplary graphical user interface of a computer program according to the invention, and

Fig. 10 is a flow chart illustrating a method according to an embodiment of the invention.
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Detailed description

[0032] Fig. 1 illustrates a scene 1 containing original objects 2 and light sources 3, each having a three dimensional
(3D) position. A viewer 4 views the scene 1 from a point of view which is also assigned a 3D position. In the field of
computer graphics, the viewer (i.e. the 3D position from which the scene is to be viewed in the rendered image) is
sometimes considered as a part of the scene and sometimes not. Hereinafter, the viewer 4 will not be regarded as a
part of the scene 1. Instead, a scene will throughout this document be defined as a virtual 3D space comprising at least
one original object 2 and at least one light source 3. The scene 1 is completely or partly generated by a computer running
a computer program for generating 3D scenes.
[0033] The original objects 2 may be any type of objects. For example, an original object 2 may be a 3D model depicting
any real or imaginary object such as a dog, a person, a spaceship, a sphere etc. It may also be a 2D object depicting
any real or imaginary object such as a photo or an image of a person’s face, a star, a letter, a circle, etc. An original
object 2 may also be a particle in a particle animation system.
[0034] Each original object 2 and each light source 3 in the scene 1 is assigned a 3D position. The original objects 2
and light sources 3 may be positioned manually by a user of the computer or they may be automatically or semi-
automatically positioned by the computer. There are several known methods for assigning the original objects 2 and
light sources 3 their 3D positions and the exact method for doing so is out of the scope of this invention.
[0035] The original objects 2 of the scene 1 may be rendered by means of any known method capable of rendering
objects in a 3D scene into an image. According to some aspects of the invention, there are specific demands on the
object rendering method; for example it may be required that the method assigns a depth value and/or an alpha value
for each pixel in the rendered image. When this is the case it will be clearly stated in the description.
[0036] Fig. 2 illustrates the scene shown in Fig. 1 where shadows have been added according to an exemplary
embodiment of the invention. The shadows are automatically generated and added to the scene 1 by the computer when
running computer code instructing the computer to perform the method steps described below. It should thus be under-
stood that the present invention typically is implemented as a computer program which, when run on a computer or any
other device comprising a processing unit, such as a microprocessor, and a graphical rendering unit, such as a Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU), causes the device to perform the method steps.
[0037] For each original object 2 and each light source 3 in the scene 1, a new object 5 that is an approximation of
the original object 2 is added. The approximation associated with a certain original object 2 and a certain light source
3, i.e. a certain object/light source pair, is assigned a 3D position calculated based on the 3D position of the original
object 2 and the 3D position of the light source 3. Hereinafter, the approximations of the original objects 2 will be referred
to as "shadow objects".
[0038] When, in the following, using the term "all objects", reference is made to both original objects and shadow
objects while the term "items" refer to all items of the scene, including both objects and light sources.
[0039] With reference now made to Fig. 3, the 3D position of the shadow object 50 is calculated by taking the 3D
position of the original object 20 and offsetting in the direction of light from the 3D position of the light source 30. The
amount of offset, hereinafter referred to as the offset distance, doffset, may be a preset parameter, a parameter that can
be specified by a user, and/or a parameter that can be automatically calculated by the computer based on the position
and/or the size of the light source 30 and the original object 20. The offset distance may also be automatically calculated
based on the positions of other objects in the scene as will be described in greater detail below.
[0040] In this embodiment of the invention, the center of the shadow object 50 is be placed at a point in space along
a straight line 7 intersecting the center of the original object 20 and the center of the light source 30, at the offset distance
from the original object 20, behind the original object 20 from the light source’s point of view. In this exemplary embodiment,
the offset distance is seen to be defined as the distance from the center of the original object 20 to the center of the
shadow object 50. However, it should be understood that the offset distance may also be defined in other ways, for
example as the distance between the point of the original object 20 and the point of the shadow object 50 that are located
at the shortest distance from each other. It should also be appreciated that the "center" of an original object or a light
source may be defined in many different ways. In the drawings, the original objects and light sources are illustrated as
spheres for the sake of simplicity, in which case it would be natural to define the "center" of each object/light source as
the center of the sphere. However, an original object or light source may have any given 2D or 3D shape and the center
point of each original object or light source can be calculated according to any known principle for determining a point
which may be considered as a "center point" of a 2D or 3D object. Typically, however, no calculations have to be
performed to determine a center point of the original object 20 and light source 30 when generating the shadow object
50 since all items of the scene normally are assigned a 3D position in the form of a single (x,y,z)-coordinate when added
to the scene. Thus, the original objects 20 and light sources 30 are normally already assigned a respective (x,y,z)-co-
ordinate which can be considered as the center point thereof.
[0041] The shadow object 50 is typically generated in form of a 2D shape. Generating a 2D shape requires less
computational power than generating a 3D shape. The shadow object 50 may be a simple soft-edged 2D approximation
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of the original object 20. Preferably, the shadow object 50 is generated in form of a soft-edged circle. In this exemplary
embodiment in which the original object 20 is a sphere, a soft-edged circle is a very good approximation of the original
object 20. However, shadow objects 50 is form of soft-edged circles have been found to result in a very realistic shadowing
of the rendered image also when the original objects in the scene have other forms.
[0042] As seen in the embodiments shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the 2D shadow objects 5, 50 always faces the viewer 4,
40. The shadow objects 50 can be said to be generated by projecting the original object 20 onto an imaginary plane 8
at a distance from the original object 50 given by the offset distance. The imaginary plane 8 and thus the two dimensional
shadow object 50 is generated so as to always face the viewer 40, meaning that the inclination of the imaginary plane
8 is chosen such that the line of sight from the viewer 40 forms a normal to the projection plane 8, or at least forms a
line that is substantially parallel to the normal of the projection plane 8. This type of image is often referred to as a
billboard or sprite in the field of computer graphics. It should be understood that no additional calculations are required
to make the 2D shadow object 50 face the viewer 40. When adding a 2D shape in a scene, it is automatically generated
so as to face the position assigned to the viewer 40.
[0043] The size of the shadow object 50 may be determined in several different ways. According to one aspect of the
invention the size of the shadow object 50 is simply set to a preset standard value. According to another aspect of the
invention, the size of the shadow object 50 is set such that it becomes proportional to the size of the original object 20.
In this case the constant of proportionality between the size of the original object 20 and the size of the shadow object
50 may be a user parameter. According to yet another aspect of the invention the size of the shadow object 50 is
calculated based on the distance between the light source 30 and the original object 20. For example, the above
mentioned constant of proportionality which may be used to set the size of the shadow object 50 in relation to the original
object 20 may be determined based on this distance. In this case the constant of proportionality preferably increases
with decreasing distance such that the shadow object 50 becomes big when the distance between the light source 30
and the original object 20 is small. When the distance increases, the constant of proportionality may converge towards
1 to give the viewer 40 the impression that light beams emitted by the light source 30 are substantially in parallel when
striking the original object 20. Thereby, the shadowing of the scene 1B becomes more realistic and helps the viewer 40
to estimate the distances between the objects of the scene. Also, the shadow object 50 may be subject to perspective
scaling, meaning that the size of the shadow object 50 will decrease as it moves away from the viewer 40. Thus, the
size of the shadow object 50 may be calculated also based on the distance between the viewer 40 and the shadow
object 50, which distance corresponds to the depth of the shadow object 50 in the scene as seen by the viewer 40.
[0044] The distance from the original object 20 at which the shadow object 50 is added, i.e. the offset distance, may,
as mentioned above, be a preset parameter or a user-specified parameter. However, the offset distance may also be
automatically calculated by the computer based on the known size of the original object 20 for which a shadow object
is to be added. For example, in the scenario illustrated in Fig. 3 in which the offset distance is defined as the distance
from the center of the spherical original object 20 and a center point of the shadow object 50, the offset distance can be
calculated as the radius of the original object 20 plus, or multiplied by, a suitable value. By taking the size of the original
object 20 into consideration when calculating the offset distance, one can assure that the shadow object 50 is positioned
behind (from the light source’s point of view) and not inside the original object.
[0045] The offset value may also be calculated based on the sizes and/or 3D positions of other original objects in the
scene. Fig. 4 illustrates a scene in which a second original object 20B is located behind a first original object 20A, from
the light source’s point of view. In this scenario, the offset distance can be calculated such that the shadow object 50
representing the shadow of the first original object 20A is positioned between the first original object 20A and the second
original object 20B. That is, the offset distance, doffset, can be calculated based on the distance, dobject, between the
original object 20A for which the shadow object 50 is to be added and another original object 20B located behind the
first original object 20A from the light source’s point of view. Preferably, the offset value is calculated such that the
shadow object 50 of the first original object 20A is positioned as close to the second object 20B as possible. Thereby,
the shadow object 50 will most likely overlap the second original object 20B from the viewer’s point of view and hence
simulate a realistic shadow of the first original object 20A falling onto the second original object 20B when the scene,
as seen by the viewer 40, is rendered into an image. As described above, the size of the first 20A and/or the second
20B original object may also be used when calculating the offset distance to make sure that the shadow object 50 is
positioned between them and not "inside" any of them.
[0046] According to an aspect of the invention, the color and/or opacity of a shadow object 5, 50 is set based on the
offset distance. Typically the color of a shadow object should be dark, for example black, grey or dark brown. However,
by adjusting the color and/or opacity of the shadow objects 5, 50 based on their offset distances, a shadow object that
is located close to its associated original object can be given an opacity and/or a color making it more prominent than
a shadow object that is located far away from its associated original object. This may be achieved, e.g., by assigning
an opacity value for each shadow object which is inversely proportional to its offset distance. This feature will make
shadowing of the scene even more realistic.
[0047] When rendering the scene 1 from the viewer’s point of view after adding a shadow object 5, 50 for each original
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object/light source pair, the rendered image will contain shadowing. Fig. 5 shows an image rendered from a scene only
comprising original objects (the crescent-shaped objects) while Fig. 6 shows an image rendered from the same scene
but after adding shadow objects 5, 50 according to the principles of the invention.
[0048] In one embodiment of the invention, rendering of all objects is done in back-to-front order. Original objects 2,
20 are rendered into the destination buffer using any method that comprises setting an alpha value at each pixel. As
well known in the field of computer graphics, a destination buffer is a rectangle of pixels, each pixel having a color (for
example, the color may be given by specifying a red, a green and a blue component). An alpha value may also be
assigned to each pixel; the alpha value describes how opaque that pixel is. When an image contains an alpha value for
each pixel it is said to have an alpha channel.
[0049] According to this embodiment, shadow objects 5, 50 are rendered by, for each pixel of the shadow object 5,
50, compositing the pixel onto the corresponding destination buffer pixel while leaving the alpha value of the destination
buffer pixel unchanged.
[0050] An advantage of this embodiment is that the alpha channel of the original objects 2, 20 remains unchanged,
and, therefore, the resulting image buffer has a correct alpha channel. This allows the resulting image buffer to be
composited onto a background, for example a video.
[0051] Another advantage is that a destination buffer pixel having an alpha value of zero when it is time to composite
a shadow object pixel onto that destination buffer pixel (which will be the case for all destination buffer pixels which do
not correspond to a pixel of an original object or a background located behind the shadow object from the viewer’s point
of view) will still have a alpha value of zero after the shadow object pixel has been composited thereon.
[0052] In other words, this way of rendering the objects ensures that a shadow object 5, 50 that is added to the scene
only becomes visible in the rendered image in case there is an original object 2, 20 or a background behind the shadow
object 5, 50 from the viewer’s point of view. Or, to be more precise, that only the part of a shadow object 5, 50 overlapping
an original object located behind the shadow object from the viewer’s point of view will become visible in the rendered
image.
[0053] In another embodiment of the invention, rendering of all objects is also done in back-to-front order. Original
objects 2, 20 are rendered into the destination buffer using any method that comprises setting an alpha value and a
depth value for each pixel. As is well known in computer graphics, a depth value of a pixel indicates the depth of that
pixel from the viewer’s point of view. If the origin of a coordinate system is located at the viewer’s point of view and the
z-axis extends in the forward direction of the viewer, the depth value of a pixel is the z-coordinate of that pixel. An image
that contains a depth value for each pixel is said to have a depth-channel, it may also be called depth-buffer or z-buffer.
[0054] According to this embodiment, shadow objects 5, 50 are rendered by, for each pixel of the shadow object:

- multiplying the alpha value of the shadow object pixel with an intensity value, and
- compositing the shadow object pixel onto the corresponding destination buffer pixel while leaving the alpha of the

destination buffer pixel unchanged,

the intensity value being a function of the distance between the depth of the shadow object pixel and the depth of the
corresponding destination buffer pixel.
[0055] By multiplying the alpha value of the shadow object pixel with an intensity value that depends on the distance
between the depth of that shadow object pixel and the depth of the corresponding destination buffer pixel, the shadows
in the rendered image can be made to fade out with depth so that an original object close to the viewer will not shadow
another original object that is far away from the viewer. This will be the result if the intensity value decreases when the
distance increases. Hereinafter, the distance between the depth of a shadow object pixel and the depth of the corre-
sponding destination buffer pixel will be referred to as the Depth Difference (DD) distance between these pixels.
[0056] With reference now to Fig. 7, the first 20A and second 20B original objects shown in Fig. 4 are shown together
with a third original object 20C. The effect of the above described multiplication with the intensity value is that the part
of the shadow object 50 which overlap with the second original object 20B from the viewer’s point of view will be more
intensely depicted and hence more prominent in the rendered image than the part of the shadow object 50 that overlap
with the third original object 20C from the viewer’s point of view. Basically, this image rendering method ensures that
the shadow caused by the shadow object 50 in the rendered image appears more "intense" when falling on an original
object that is close in depth to the shadow object than when falling on an original object that is distant in depth from the
shadow object. This will make the shadowing in the rendered image look even more realistic.
[0057] Preferably, the intensity value is set to zero if DD distance exceeds a certain threshold value given by a parameter
which hereinafter will be referred to as Max_DD_distance. The Max_DD_distance parameter may be a preset parameter,
a user-specified parameter or a parameter whose value is automatically calculated and set by the computer. This has
the effect that even if an original object is positioned behind a shadow object from the viewer’s point of view, the shadow
object will not affect the visual appearance of the original object in the rendered image if the distance in depths between
the shadow object and the original object is long enough. With reference once again to the scene shown in Fig. 7, this
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means that the shadow object 50 will not affect the visual appearance of the original object 20C at all when rendering
the scene into an image if the distances in depth between all pixels of the shadow object 50 and all pixels of the third
original object 20C exceed Max_DD_distance.
[0058] For example, the intensity value can be set to zero if DD distance exceeds Max_DD_distance and to the
difference between Max_DD_distance and DD distance divided by Max_DD_distance if not exceeding
Max_DD_distance. That is, the intensity value may be defined as follows:

 If DD distance > Max_DD_distance →
 intensity value = 0
 If DD distance ≤ Max_DD_distance →
 intensity value = (Max_DD_distance - DD distance) / Max_DD_distance
 where DD distance = depth at destination buffer pixel - depth of shadow object pixel

[0059] The above definition of the intensity value for a shadow object pixel as a function of DD distance between that
shadow object pixel and a corresponding destination buffer pixel is illustrated by graph A in Fig. 8.
[0060] In another embodiment of the invention, rendering of all objects is performed using another parameter related
to the DD distance between the shadow object pixels and the corresponding destination buffer pixels, which parameter
hereinafter will be referred to as Middle_DD_distance. The Middle_DD_distance parameter may be a preset parameter,
a user-specified parameter or a parameter whose value is automatically calculated and set by the computer. According
to this embodiment, the intensity value for a shadow object pixel increases when DD distance increases towards
Middle_DD_distance, and then decreases when DD distance exceeds Middle_DD_distance and increases towards
Max_DD_distance. The intensity value typically starts at zero when DD distance equals zero and ends at zero when
DD distance exceeds Max_DD_distance.
[0061] The above definition of the intensity value for a shadow object pixel as a function of DD distance between that
shadow object pixel and a corresponding destination buffer pixel is illustrated by graph B in Fig. 8.
[0062] An advantage of this embodiment is that when producing motion pictures or video, the shadows will be less
prone to "popping". Popping means the visible artifact when an object pops out from behind of another object. By using
an intensity value that starts from zero and gradually increases as DD distance approaches Middle_DD_distance, the
shadow object will gradually appear and not appear abruptly in front of an original object.
[0063] In other embodiments, the intensity value for a shadow object pixel varies as a function of DD distance between
that shadow object pixel and a corresponding destination buffer pixel according to a smooth curve. The graphs C and
D in Fig. 8 illustrate examples of smooth intensity functions of DD distance.
[0064] According to one aspect of the invention, the computer program is adapted such that Max_DD_distance and
Middle_DD_distance are automatically computed by the computer running the program. Max_DD_distance may be
calculated based on the size of the shadow object and Middle_DD_distance may be calculated based on
Max_DD_distance. For example, Max_DD_distance may be set to the size of the shadow object and Middle_DD_distance
may be set to half of Max_DD_distance.
[0065] If the intensity value as a function of DD distance has its maximum value at a certain non-zero DD distance
(as illustrated by the graphs B and D in Fig. 8) this may lead to a perceived offset of shadows in depth, i.e. a perceived
offset towards or away from a viewer of the rendered image. Whether the offset will be an offset in depth towards or
away from the viewer depends on the depth of the original object 2, 20 and the depth of the light source 3, 30 in the
scene. Therefore, when the intensity value is determined by such a function, the 3D position at which the shadow object
should be added can be calculated in a way that compensates for the "error" in perceived depth of the shadows in the
rendered image. For example, the position of the shadow object can be calculated by determining a first position of the
shadow object according to any of the previously described principles and then "move" the shadow particle to a final
position by moving it in depth towards or away from the viewer by adding or subtracting a depth compensating value
to/from the first position. The depth compensating value would hence affect the z-coordinate of the shadow object. The
depth compensating value may be set by a user or it may be automatically calculated by the computer, for example by
simply setting it to Middle_DD_distance.
[0066] In another embodiment, the user may select a subset of the light sources 3, 30 in the scene 1, the subset may
be one or many light sources, and only the light sources in the subset are used for generating shadow objects in
accordance with the described method. By selecting only the most prominent light-sources as subset, the rendered
image will be of almost as good quality as if all light sources were included. This embodiment is advantageous in that it
reduces the number of shadow objects that has to be added to the scene which makes the method faster and significantly
reduces the computational power needed by the device running the computer program.
[0067] In another embodiment, a background image with a depth buffer is rendered into the destination buffer before
rendering the objects. The benefit of this method is that the background image will also be shadowed.
[0068] In another embodiment, rendering of original objects is performed in a first phase by using any method that
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comprises setting a depth value for each pixel. For example this may be the standard rendering function that a graphics
card (GPU) supports. The shadow objects are rendered in a second phase with one of the previously described methods.
If an alpha channel is not available in the destination buffer, all pixels are assumed to be fully opaque. However, a depth
channel is needed for this to work. Therefore, this embodiment only applies to the described methods that utilize a depth
channel.
[0069] The benefit of this embodiment is that a standard (and usually very fast) GPU function can be used for rendering
of original objects. The second pass of rendering of shadow objects may also be done in the GPU using a shader. A
shader is a piece of code that the GPU can execute (very fast). In this case the shader would implement one of the
described methods. A GPU is a chip or apparatus that is specifically made for generating computer graphics. Most
modern PC’s have a GPU card. This embodiment may be especially useful in computer games and other real-time
applications.
[0070] In another embodiment of the invention, when objects are complex 3D models, for example it may be a 3D
model of a car, or a detailed model of a person or an animal, the objects may be split into sub-objects before generating
shadow objects. The splitting of objects may be done so that each main part of the object, for example an arm, becomes
a separate object when generating shadow objects. The benefit of this embodiment is that if, for example, a person
stands still in a scene, but moves his arm, the shadow object related to that arm will also move, and hence, realism will
be increased.
[0071] In another embodiment of the invention, when there are very many original objects in a scene, the original
objects may be clumped together before generating shadow objects. For example, if some original objects are close to
each other in space, they may be considered as one original object when generating shadow objects. An advantage of
this embodiment is that there will be fewer shadow objects and, therefore, the process of adding shadow objects to the
scene will be faster and less computational power consuming than it would be if a shadow object was to be added for
each original object (or more than one if the original object is illuminated by more than one light source).
[0072] As previously described, a shadow object associated with a certain original object and a certain light source
is, according to an aspect of the invention, added at an offset distance, doffset, behind the original object from the light
source’s point of view. No matter whether this initial offset distance is determined by a preset parameter, a user-specified
parameter or calculated based on various parameters, the computer program according to the invention is preferably
programmed to allow the user to adjust the initial offset distance of a shadow object 50 after it has been added to the
scene. This may be achieved, e.g., by presenting a slide control which can be adjusted by the user, and/or a text field
into which the user can input a desired offset distance, on a graphical user interface (GUI) of the computer program.
According to one aspect of the invention, the user may choose whether he/she wants to adjust the offset distances for
all shadow objects in the scene or for a subset (one or more) of the shadow objects in the scene. The latter may be
achieved by allowing the user to indicate one or several original objects in the scene, e.g. by clicking on them using a
computer mouse, and then adjust the offset distance for the shadow objects of the indicated original objects, for example
by means of moving a slide control.
[0073] Preferably, the computer program includes similar functionality for allowing the user to adjust the size, opacity,
color and/or the shape of the shadow objects after being added to the scene. Furthermore, the program may be adapted
to allow the user to adjust the values of the above mentioned Max_DD_distance and Middle_DD_distance parameters
after the shadow objects have been added to the scene. The size, opacity, color, Max_DD_distance and
Middle_DD_distance may, for example, be adjusted by the user using a slide control or an input text filed as described
above whereas the shape of the shadow object(s) may be adjusted, e.g., by choosing one of several predefined shapes,
such as circles, squares, rectangles, triangles, ellipses, etc., from a drop-down menu or a group of icons presented to
the user on the GUI of the computer program. In some cases, if the user changes the sizes of the shadow objects after
they have been added to the scene, it is desirable to decrease the opacity of the shadow objects to keep the "amount"
of shadow constant in the scene. Therefore, according to one embodiment of the invention, the computer program is
adapted to automatically change the opacity of the shadow objects in response to a user-specified change in size of the
shadow objects.
[0074] According to yet another aspect of the invention, the offset distance and/or the 3D position of a shadow object
can be freely adjusted by a user after it has been automatically added to the scene. This can be achieved by the user
by indicating the shadow object and moving it over the scene to the desired position, e.g. by "dragging and dropping" it
to the desired position using a computer mouse.
[0075] With reference now made to Fig. 9, an exemplary graphical user interface (GUI) of a computer program according
to the invention is shown. The GUI comprises an image area 11 for displaying an image rendered from a scene which
may be generated by the user or loaded into the computer program. Here the rendered image is seen to be the image
shown in Fig. 6. On the left hand side, the GUI is seen to comprise a plurality of user controls of which some are denoted
by reference numerals 12 to 14. These controls allow the user of the computer program to adjust different parameters
which effect the way the shadow objects are added to the scene and hence the shadowing of the rendered image.
Reference numeral 12 denotes a user control allowing the user to change the above described offset distance. This
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control is seen to be named "Adjust Distance" in the GUI. Reference numerals 13 and 14 denote user controls allowing
the user to change the size and the opacity, respectively, of the shadow objects in the scene. The user may input a
numerical value in the input text field of the respective user control or the user may click the small triangle in front of the
name of the respective user control to display a slide control for changing the parameter value. When the user changes
a parameter value, the computer program automatically re-generates the shadow objects for all original object/light
source pairs in the scene and re-renders the scene into a new image which is displayed to the user in the image area 11.
[0076] Fig. 10 is a flow chart illustrating a general method for adding shadow objects to a scene according to one
embodiment of the invention.
[0077] In a first step, S1, a light source is selected. A light source may be automatically selected by the computer
program by picking an item defined as a light source, or it may be manually selected by a user by, e.g., clicking on an
item of the scene using the mouse. The method then proceeds to step S2.
[0078] In step S2, an original object is selected. Similar to the selection of a light source in step S1, the original object
may be automatically selected by the computer program or manually selected by the user. The method then proceeds
to step S3.
[0079] In step S3, a 3D position for a shadow object is calculated by the computer program (or rather by the computer
based on instructions from the computer program) based on the 3D position of the selected original object and the 3D
position of the selected light source. When the 3D position has been calculated, a shadow object is added to the scene
at that position. The 3D position of the shadow object may be calculated according to any of the principles previously
described. The method then proceeds to step S4.
[0080] In step S4, it is determined whether there are more original objects for which a shadow object should be added
based on the currently selected light source. This step may also be performed automatically or manually. The computer
program may for example be adapted to loop through all original objects for each light source in the scene (or vice versa).
If there are more original objects for which a shadow object should be added based on the currently selected light source,
the method returns to step S2. If not, the method proceeds to step S5.
[0081] In step S5, it is determined whether there are more light sources in the scene. If so, the method returns to step
S1. If not, the method proceeds to step S6.
[0082] In step S6, the scene is rendered into an image from the viewer’s point of view. Rendering of the scene can
be performed in any way known in the art but preferably the shadow objects of the scene are rendered in accordance
with any of the previously described principles. When the image is rendered, the method ends.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for automatically adding shadows to particles (2; 20) in a particle system comprised
in a computer-generated scene (1), which scene (1) further comprises at least a first light source (3, 30) ,the scene
being viewed by a viewer from a point of view, the method comprising the steps of:

- calculating a first three dimensional [3D] position for a two dimensional [2D] shadow object (5; 50) on an
imaginary plane (8) facing the viewer based on a 3D position of a first particle (2; 20) and a 3D position of said
first light source (3; 30), the imaginary plane chosen such that the line of sight from the viewer forms a normal
to the imaginary plane; and
- adding a shadow object (5; 50) to said scene (1) at said first 3D position, said first 3D position being calculated
such that the shadow object (5; 50) is positioned behind said first particle (2; 20) in the direction of light from
the first light source’s point of view, at an offset distance from the first particle (2; 20), characterised by the step of
- rendering the scene (1) into an image in a back-to-front order from said viewer’s (4; 40) perspective, the
rendering being performed by, for each pixel of the shadow object (5; 50), multiplying the alpha value of the
shadow object pixel with an intensity value, and compositing the shadow object pixel onto the corresponding
destination buffer pixel while leaving the alpha value of the destination buffer pixel unchanged, the intensity
value being a decreasing function of the distance between the depth of the shadow object pixel and the depth
of the corresponding destination buffer pixel, which distance herein is referred to as the Depth Difference [DD]
distance between these pixels.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the offset distance is calculated based on the size of the light source.

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the shadow object (5; 50) is a soft-edged circle.

4. Method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising the step of setting an opacity for the shadow
object (5; 50) to a certain opacity value and/or the color of the shadow object (5; 50) to a certain color value.
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5. Method according to claim 4 wherein said opacity value and/or color value is calculated based on said offset distance.

6. Method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising the step of setting a size for the shadow object
(5; 50) to a certain size value.

7. Method according to claim 6 wherein said size value is calculated based on the size of said first particle (2; 20).

8. Method according to claim 6 or 7 wherein said size value is calculated based on the distance between said first light
source (3; 30) and said first particle (2; 20).

9. Method according to any of the preceding claims wherein said offset distance is calculated based on the 3D position
of a second particle (20B) located behind said first particle (2; 20; 20A) from the light source’s point of view.

10. Method according to claim 1, wherein the intensity value is set to zero if DD distance exceeds a certain threshold
value, which threshold value is given by a parameter which herein is referred to as Max_DD_distance.

11. A computer program for a device comprising a processing unit and a graphical rendering unit capable of generating
a scene (1) comprising particles (2; 20) forming a particle system (2, 20), and at least a first light source (3, 30), the
scene being viewed by a viewer from a point of view, the computer program comprising computer readable code
which when run by the processing unit causes the device to perform the method according to any of the claims 1 to 10.

12. A computer program product comprising a computer readable medium and computer readable code stored on the
computer readable medium, the computer readable code being the computer program according to claim 11.

13. A device comprising calculation means and a graphical rendering unit capable of generating a scene (1) comprising
particles (2; 20) forming a particle system (2, 20), and at least a first light source (3, 30), the scene being viewed by
a viewer from a point of view, the device being adapted to

- calculate a first three dimensional [3D] position for a two dimensional [2D] shadow object (5; 50) on an imaginary
plane (8) facing the viewer based on a 3D position of a first particle (2; 20) and a 3D position of said first light
source (3; 30), the imaginary plane chosen such that the line of sight from the viewer forms a normal to the
imaginary plane; and
- add a shadow object (5; 50) to said scene (1) at said first 3D position,

the device being adapted to calculate said first 3D position such that the shadow object (5; 50) is positioned behind
said first particle (2; 20) in the direction of light from the first light source’s point of view, at an offset distance from
the first particle (2; 20),
the device being characterised in that it is adapted to render the scene (1) into an image in a back-to-front order
from said viewer’s (4; 40) perspective, the rendering being performed by, for each pixel of the shadow object (5;
50), multiplying the alpha value of the shadow object pixel with an intensity value, and compositing the shadow
object pixel onto the corresponding destination buffer pixel while leaving the alpha value of the destination buffer
pixel unchanged,
the intensity value being a decreasing function of the distance between the depth of the shadow object pixel and
the depth of the corresponding destination buffer pixel, which distance herein is referred to as the Depth Difference
[DD] distance between these pixels.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren zum automatischen Hinzufügen von Schatten zu Partikeln (2; 20) in einem
Partikelsystem, das in einer computergenerierten Szene (1) enthalten ist, welche Szene (1) ferner zumindest eine
erste Lichtquelle (3, 30) umfasst, wobei die Szene von einem Betrachter aus einer Sicht betrachtet wird, wobei das
Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

- Berechnen einer ersten dreidimensionalen [3D]-Position für ein zweidimensionales [2D]-Schattenobjekt (5;
50) auf einer imaginären Ebene (8), das basierend auf einer 3D-Position eines ersten Partikels (2; 20) und einer
3D-Position der ersten Lichtquelle (3; 30) dem Betrachter zugewandt ist, wobei die imaginäre Ebene derart
ausgewählt ist, dass die Sichtlinie aus dem Betrachter eine Normale zur imaginären Ebene bildet; und
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- Hinzufügen eines Schattenobjektes (5; 50) zur Szene (1) an der ersten 3D-Position,
wobei die erste 3D-Position derart berechnet wird, dass das Schattenobjekt (5; 50) hinter dem ersten Partikel
(2; 20) in der Lichtrichtung aus der Sicht der ersten Lichtquelle, in einem Versatzabstand von dem ersten Partikel
(2; 20), positioniert ist,
gekennzeichnet durch den Schritt der
- Wiedergabe der Szene (1) in ein Bild in einer Ordnung von hinten nach vorne aus der Perspektive des
Betrachters (4; 40), wobei die Wiedergabe, für jedes Pixel des Schattenobjektes (5; 50), dadurch ausgeführt
wird, dass der Alphawert des Schattenobjektpixels mit einem Intensitätswert multipliziert wird, und das Schatten-
objektpixel auf das entsprechende Zielbufferpixel zugesammengesetzt wird, während der Alphawert des Ziel-
bufferpixels unverändert bleibt, wobei der Intensitätswert eine abnehmende Funktion des Abstands zwischen
der Tiefe des Schattenobjektpixels und der Tiefe des entsprechenden Zielbufferpixels ist, welcher Abstand hier
als der Tiefeunterschied [DD] (Depth Difference [DD]) zwischen diesen Pixeln bezeichnet wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Versatzabstand basierend auf der Größe der Lichtquelle berechnet wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Schattenobjekt (5; 50) ein weich begrenzter Kreis ist.

4. Verfahren nach einem der vorgehenden Ansprüche, ferner umfassend den Schritt der Einstellung einer Opazität
für das Schattenobjekt (5; 50) auf einen bestimmten Opazitätswert und/oder der Farbe des Schattenobjektes (5;
50) auf einen bestimmten Farbwert.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Opazitätswert und/oder der Farbwert basierend auf dem Versatzabstand
berechnet wird.

6. Verfahren nach einem der vorgehenden Ansprüche, ferner umfassend den Schritt der Einstellung einer Größe für
das Schattenobjekt (5; 50) auf einen bestimmten Größenwert.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei der Größenwert basierend auf der Größe des ersten Partikels (2; 20) berechnet
wird.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, wobei der Größenwert basierend auf dem Abstand zwischen der ersten Licht-
quelle (3; 30) und dem ersten Partikel (2; 20) berechnet wird.

9. Verfahren nach einem der vorgehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Versatzabstand basierend auf der 3D-Position eines
zweiten Partikels (20B) berechnet wird, die hinter dem ersten Partikel (2; 20; 20A) aus der Sicht der Lichtquelle
angeordnet ist.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Intensitätswert auf Null gesetzt wird, wenn der DD-Abstand einen bestimmten
Schwellenwert überschreitet, welcher Schwellenwert sich durch einen Parameter ergibt, der hier als
Max_DD_distance bezeichnet wird.

11. Computerprogramm für eine Vorrichtung umfassend eine Verarbeitungseinheit und eine graphische Wiedergabe-
einheit, die dazu fähig ist, eine Szene (1) umfassend Partikel (2; 20), die ein Partikelsystem (2, 20) bilden, und
zumindest eine erste Lichtquelle (3, 30) zu erzeugen, wobei die Szene von einem Betrachter aus einer Sicht be-
trachtet wird, wobei das Computerprogramm computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der, wenn er durch die Verarbei-
tungseinheit ausgeführt wird, die Vorrichtung dazu veranlasst, das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10
auszuführen.

12. Computerprogrammprodukt umfassend ein computerlesbares Medium und auf dem computerlesbaren Medium
gespeicherten Code, wobei der computerlesbare Code das Computerprogramm nach Anspruch 11 ist.

13. Vorrichtung umfassend Berechnungsmittel und eine graphische Wiedergabeeinheit, die dazu fähig ist, eine Szene
(1) umfassend Partikel (2; 20), die ein Partikelsystem (2, 20) bilden, und zumindest eine erste Lichtquelle (3, 30)
zu erzeugen, wobei die Szene von einem Betrachter aus einer Sicht betrachtet wird, wobei die Vorrichtung ausgelegt
ist zum

- Berechnen einer ersten dreidimensionalen [3D]-Position für ein zweidimensionales [2D]-Schattenobjekt (5;
50) auf einer imaginären Ebene (8), die basierend auf einer 3D-Position eines ersten Partikels (2; 20) und einer
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3D-Position der ersten Lichtquelle (3; 30) dem Betrachter zugewandt ist, wobei die imaginäre Ebene derart
ausgewählt ist, dass die Sichtlinie des Betrachters eine Normale zur imaginären Ebene bildet; und
- Hinzufügen eines Schattenobjektes (5; 50) zur Szene (1) an der ersten 3D-Position,

wobei die Vorrichtung ausgelegt ist, um die erste 3D-Position derart zu berechnen, dass das Schattenobjekt (5; 50)
hinter dem ersten Partikel (2; 20) in der Lichtrichtung aus der Sicht der ersten Lichtquelle, in einem Versatzabstand
von dem ersten Partikel (2; 20), positioniert ist,
wobei die Vorrichtung dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass sie zur Wiedergabe der Szene (1) in ein Bild in einer
Ordnung von hinten nach vorne aus der Perspektive des Betrachters (4; 40) ausgelegt ist, wobei die Wiedergabe,
für jedes Pixel des Schattenobjektes (5; 50), dadurch ausgeführt wird, dass der Alphawert des Schattenobjektpixels
mit einem Intensitätswert multipliziert wird, und das Schattenobjektpixel auf das entsprechende Zielbufferpixel zu-
gesammengesetzt wird, während der Alphawert des Zielbufferpixels unverändert bleibt, wobei der Intensitätswert
eine abnehmende Funktion des Abstands zwischen der Tiefe des Schattenobjektpixels und der Tiefe des entspre-
chenden Zielbufferpixels ist, welcher Abstand hier als der Tiefeunterschied [DD] (Depth Difference [DD]) zwischen
diesen Pixeln bezeichnet wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur pour ajouter automatiquement des ombres à des particules (2; 20) dans un
système de particules compris dans une scène générée par ordinateur (1), ladite scène (1) comprenant en outre
au moins une première source de lumière (3, 30), la scène étant visualisée par un spectateur à partir d’un point de
vue, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- calculer une première position tridimensionnelle [3D] pour un objet d’ombre bidimensionnel [2D] (5; 50) sur
un plan imaginaire (8) faisant face au spectateur sur la base d’une position 3D d’une première particule (2; 20)
et d’une position 3D de ladite première source de lumière (3; 30), le plan imaginaire étant choisi de telle sorte
que la ligne de visée du spectateur forme une normale au plan imaginaire ; et
- ajouter un objet d’ombre (5; 50) à ladite scène (1) à ladite première position 3D,

ladite première position 3D est calculée de telle sorte que l’objet d’ombre (5; 50) est positionné derrière ladite
première particule (2; 20) dans la direction de la lumière provenant du point de vue de la première source de lumière,
à une distance de décalage de la première particule (2; 20),
caractérisé par les étapes de :

- le rendu de la scène (1) en une image dans un ordre de dos à l’avant à partir de ladite perspective du spectateur
(4; 40), le rendu étant effectué par, pour chaque pixel de l’objet d’ombre (5; 50), la multiplication de la valeur
alpha du pixel d’objet d’ombre avec une valeur d’intensité, et la composition du pixel de l’objet d’ombre sur le
pixel tampon de destination correspondant tout en laissant inchangée la valeur alpha du pixel tampon de
destination,

la valeur d’intensité étant une fonction décroissante de la distance entre la profondeur du pixel de l’objet d’ombre
et la profondeur du pixel tampon de destination correspondant, ladite distance d’ici étant désignée la distance de
différence de profondeur [DD] entre ces pixels.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la distance de décalage est calculée sur la base de la taille de la
source de lumière.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’objet d’ombre (5; 50) est un cercle à bords souples.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à régler
une opacité pour l’objet d’ombre (5; 50) à une certaine valeur d’opacité et / ou la couleur de l’objet d’ombre (5; 50)
à une certaine valeur de couleur.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ladite valeur d’opacité et / ou valeur de couleur est calculée sur la
base de ladite distance de décalage.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre l’étape de réglage d’une
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taille pour l’objet d’ombre (5; 50) à une certaine valeur de taille.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel ladite valeur de taille est calculée sur la base de la taille de ladite
première particule (2; 20).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 6 ou 7, dans lequel ladite valeur de taille est calculée sur la base de la distance
entre ladite première source de lumière (3; 30) et ladite première particule (2; 20).

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ladite distance de décalage est cal-
culée sur la base de la position 3D d’une deuxième particule (20B) située derrière ladite première particule (2; 20;
20A) à partir du point de vue de la source de lumière.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la valeur d’intensité est fixée à zéro si la distance DD dépasse une
certaine valeur de seuil, ladite valeur de seuil étant donnée par un paramètre qui est ici appelé Max_DD_distance.

11. Programme informatique pour un dispositif comprenant une unité de traitement et une unité de rendu graphique
capable de générer une scène (1) comprenant des particules (2, 20) formant le système de particules (2, 20) et au
moins une première source de lumière (3, 30), la scène étant visualisée par un spectateur à partir d’un point de
vue, le programme informatique comprenant un code lisible par ordinateur qui, lorsqu’il est exécuté par l’unité de
traitement, amène le dispositif à exécuter le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10.

12. Produit de programme informatique, comprenant un support lisible par ordinateur et un code lisible par ordinateur
stocké sur le support lisible par ordinateur, le code lisible par ordinateur étant le programme informatique selon la
revendication 11.

13. Dispositif comprenant des moyens de calcul et une unité de rendu graphique capable de générer une scène (1)
comprenant des particules (2; 20) formant un système de particules (2, 20), et au moins une première source lumière
(3, 30), la scène étant visualisée par un spectateur à partir d’un point de vue, le dispositif étant adapté pour

- calculer une première position tridimensionnelle [3D] pour un objet d’ombre bidimensionnel [2D] (5; 50) sur
un plan imaginaire (8) faisant face au spectateur sur la base d’une position 3D d’une première particule (2; 20)
et d’une position 3D de ladite première source de lumière (3; 30), le plan imaginaire étant choisi de telle sorte
que la ligne de visée du spectateur forme une normale au plan imaginaire ; et
- ajouter un objet d’ombre (5; 50) à ladite scène (1) à ladite première position 3D,

le dispositif étant adapté pour calculer ladite première position 3D de telle sorte que l’objet d’ombre (5; 50) est
positionné derrière ladite première particule (2; 20) dans la direction de la lumière provenant du point de vue de la
première source de lumière, à une distance de décalage de la première particule (2; 20), le dispositif étant caractérisé
en ce qu’il est adapté pour rendre la scène (1) en une image dans un ordre de dos à l’avant à partir de ladite
perspective du spectateur (4; 40), le rendu étant effectué par, pour chaque pixel de l’objet d’ombre (5; 50), la
multiplication de la valeur alpha du pixel d’objet d’ombre avec une valeur d’intensité, et la composition du pixel de
l’objet d’ombre sur le pixel tampon de destination correspondant tout en laissant inchangée la valeur alpha du pixel
tampon de destination,
la valeur d’intensité étant une fonction décroissante de la distance entre la profondeur du pixel de l’objet d’ombre
et la profondeur du pixel tampon de destination correspondant, ladite distance d’ici étant désignée la distance de
différence de profondeur [DD] entre ces pixels.
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